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The Park Gate site in Skelmanthorpe is an ex-colliery site, with colliery operations ceasing in the
1980s and some re-profiling and planting by the Council at the time. The site comprises a mixed
habitat mosaic with grasslands, developing scrub, some plantation woodland and some older wet
woodland alongside Baildon Dyke. The soil is very thin in places particularly towards the top of the
mound. A range of site investigations have been done in the past which have shown the soil pH to
be approximately neutral. The only significant contamination found was elevated levels of arsenic
which would preclude the use of the site for growing any edible crops and would mean additional
care would need to be taken when planting trees on the site to prevent inhalation of dust in dry
conditions.
The site was returned to Kirklees Council ownership in 2020 after it was leased to 3rd parties with a
view to developing it for various uses. Kirklees Council and Denby Dale Parish Council saw this as
an opportunity to work together to make more of the site to benefit both biodiversity and the local
community, and as such developed a draft master plan and launched a consultation to seek
feedback on this masterplan. The consultation took place during Covid 19 restrictions so no face-toface engagement was possible. The online consultation materials were promoted locally via social
media, posters in shop windows, and through flyers delivered to all houses in the immediate vicinity
of the site. This report presents the results of this initial consultation.

Site location plan

Consultation analysis summary
A total of 131 responses were received to the consultation, which is considered an excellent
response rate for a survey of this type. 71 respondents left their email addresses expressing interest
in taking part in community treeplanting events. These personal details will be stored securely and
retained only as long as necessary to organise such activities which are currently suspended due to
Covid 19. Four individual emails were also received in relation to the project however the views
expressed in these emails were aligned with the outcomes of the main questionnaire so these are
not discussed separately in this report.
The main themes emerging from the consultation were that the focus for the site should be on
nature and biodiversity enhancements and allowing people to use the site for quiet enjoyment using
a network of good footpaths with accessibility for all. Many people also wanted to find out more
about the history and ecology of the site. The response to suggestions for additional infrastructure
such as children’s play provision or picnicking facilities was mixed, with some concerns about these
attracting antisocial behaviour, although positive responses were more frequent than negative ones.
The following summarises the responses to the survey:
1. Many respondents to the questionnaire already visit the site regularly, primarily for
walking/exercise, walking the dog, enjoying nature or quiet relaxation. 20% of respondents
do not currently visit the site but would like to in the future.
2. When asked unprompted what they would like to do at the site in future that they can’t do at
the moment, the most frequent responses were better seating to enjoy the views, quietly
enjoying the space, and boosting the biodiversity value of the site. There were also a
high number of comments relating to footpaths being improved for general accessibility,
disabled access and/or all year round usability, and also adding footpaths to parts of the site

not currently accessible. The next most frequent subject of comments was about having
picnics and better children’s play provision.
3. There were nine responses to the above question saying that the site should be left alone
with no further interventions.
4. When people were given options to select what they would like to see more about the site in
the next question, more varied wildlife, better seating and view points and improved
footpaths were also very popular. Better interpretations about the site’s history and
ecology were selected as frequently as better seating in this question, although this had not
been mentioned so frequently in the unprompted previous question. All of these features
were selected as a good idea by between 75% and 92% of respondents.
5. The following options were selected as a good idea by between 60% and 70% of
respondents but between 10% and 20% of respondents thought that they were not a good
idea:
• picnicking facilities
• community/environmental art features
• community events
• running/fitness routes
• play features
Proposed next steps:
- to update the masterplan in view of the consultation responses received;
- to continue with proposed tree planting in winter 2021 to enhance site biodiversity (owing to
Covid-19 this will unfortunately not be able to involve volunteers initially);
- to look into the potential for an artist to undertake follow-up engagement with the local
community to explore creative ways of providing engaging site interpretations;
- to work with Experience Community to look at how the masterplan can reflect a desire for
access for all and look at the possibility of joint funding bids;
- to work with the project team to begin to assess possible funding streams;
- to use the site name suggestions to create a shortlist for a local vote as part of follow-up
consultation and engagement.
Proposed updates to the masterplan:
- to firm up proposals for a hierarchy of footpaths, including some surfaced and some informal
– subject to further focus group checking with the local community and to topographical
survey;
- to remove the proposed event/picnic space and replace with more scattered picnic bench
provision across the site in appropriate locations;
- to reconsider possible accessible routes around the site, subject to further consultation;
- to consider possible interpretation or informal play features around a trail.

Detailed breakdown of responses
How often do you currently visit this site?
Almost half of respondents said they visit very regularly – at least once a week. Of the remainder,
20% expressed opinions in the questionnaire but never currently visit.
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What do you currently do when you visit the site?
Respondents were able to select more than one option in answering this question. By far the most
popular response to this question was walking/exercise with approximately 65% saying they do this
when they visit. ‘Walking the dog’ and ‘enjoying nature’ also had high response rates of over 40%.
Less than 10% of respondents said they visit to play in the playground.

Other activities cited by individuals included:
- sledging
- kite flying
- picnics
- drone flying
- horseriding (2)
- cycling

What would you like to be able to do at the site that you can't at the moment?
This question received 111 comments (many containing multiple suggestions) which have been
analysed qualitatively into themes.
-

-

-

-

The greatest number of comments (28) concerned the need for better seating, including at
the top where views could be appreciated, and people wanting to just quietly enjoy the
space and the views.
Almost as many comments (23) were received about boosting the biodiversity value of
the site with suggestions including introducing wildflowers, a greater variety of habitats,
planting native trees, adding bird and bat boxes, and creating places to watch wildlife e.g.
hides.
A significant number of comments concerned the need for the footpaths to be improved so
that they were more accessible and not muddy/slippy in wet weather, and also the need to
extend the paths around the site to make more parts of it accessible (e.g. the woodland
area). Related to this, there were 6 comments specifically about improving
wheelchair/hand cycle accessibility.
There were 10 comments about having picnics, and 10 comments about the need for better
children’s play provision, including suggestions of natural play, tree swings, an adventure
playground, a woodland play area/space for bush craft, and generally a more creative play
offer for children.
9 comments highlighted that the site should be left as it is and that nothing further should be
done.
Better infrastructure was the focus of 8 comments, mostly about the need for dog/normal
waste bins, one about parking and one about improving fencing and gates.
Cycling provision was mentioned in 7 comments.
Better interpretation was mentioned in 4 comments, with specific requests for information
about the site’s history, wildlife and geology.
3 comments focused on dog walking.
2 comments suggested community/educational events such as forest school, or “activities
to help others appreciate how special the site is”.
2 comments focused on horseriding and bridleway provision, including cutting back around
the bridleway round the edge of the site.

In addition there were a number of individual suggestions for what people would like to do at the site
in the future:
• Sledging.
• Pond dipping / fishing.
• Running track.
• Could I please suggest an area dedicated to be a memorial garden? My son has recently
died and it would be lovely to have somewhere we could maybe plant a tree and/or have a
small plaque with his name on that we could visit regularly.
• Jogging or exercise using exercise equipment.
• A quiet area to hire privately for weekends, maybe with compost toilet facilities and a fire pit.
• A Labyrinth for everyone to use for reflection, meditation, prayer.
There were also two responses focusing on problems at the site:
- Nothing it’s fine as it is we already get idiots coming in it on a night so making it an
“attraction” will make it worse
- The [proposed path through the eastern woodland] to be further away from the steep slope
that looks down onto my property. A substantial fence to be installed for safety reasons (7
Acre site) - this will stop idiots from climbing over and damaging my woodland / garden
[relating to concerns about antisocial behaviour in the woodland on the slope]. Also trees not
to be planted at the top end of our property to block out our light.

What would you be most interested in seeing more of at the site?
Responses to this question followed a similar pattern to the qualitative responses given in the
previous question, with more varied wildlife very popular along with better seating, viewing points
and improved footpaths. Information about the site’s history and ecology was selected as a good
idea in this question by many more respondents than those who mentioned it in the previous
question. The options given are presented below together with the percentage of people who said
they were either a very good idea or a good idea:
More varied wildlife
Better footpaths
Information about the site's history and ecology
Better seating
Viewing points
Picnicking facilities
Community/environmental art features
Community events taking place there
Running/fitness routes
Play features for children and families

91.47%
87.50%
79.85%
78.91%
78.91%
68.21%
67.97%
67.44%
64.80%
63.57%

Between 10 and 20% of respondents thought that the last 5 in the list were either a very bad idea or
not a good idea.

Do you have any other comments about the master plan or suggestions for this
project?
Most of the additional comments made in this section reiterated the themes that had been brought
out in previous questions. A summary is presented below with all of the individual comments
presented in Appendix 2.
There were a very good number of supportive comments saying that the proposed ideas were
excellent and would greatly benefit the area. A theme in a number of the comments, however, was
that whilst enhancing the site for biodiversity would be a good thing it was important not to overdo
“development” at the site or try to make it into something that it’s not – the priority should be for
nature and to retain a natural feel. Some comments took this further saying that people should take
their litter home, whereas there were others stressing the need for basic infrastructure such as bins,
and also the need to maintain this infrastructure. In terms of biodiversity enhancement, tree planting
was mentioned again as were wildflower planting, ponds, and upland flood management features.
In terms of infrastructure, there were a considerable number of comments about parking provision
being needed if there were going to be more visitors to the site. The need for the site to be fully
inclusive for wheelchairs was also highlighted.
There was a lack of consensus in the comments on the introduction of more formal facilities at the
site such as play facilities, with some feeling that these were needed in the area but others feeling
that this could potentially go against encouraging wildlife and could also encourage antisocial
behaviour (the latter concern was expressed by several residents who said they lived very nearby).
A number of people stressed the need for dog walkers to be able to continue to use the site with
dogs off leads. Maintaining an element of history was highlighted in a number of the comments.

One comment suggested involving the community in any changes, and children in designing any
play features, to help make it more sustainable.
The small number of negative comments given in response to this question were largely from those
who had said that we should "do nothing" at the site in earlier questions.

The site is currently being referred to as “Park Gate nature area” but we think there
must be a better name! Can you suggest a good name for this site?
A long list of suggestions……:
Shat nature reserve or community nature reserve
Shatterers Gate
Shatters park
Shatters Nature Area
Shat Nature & Adventure Park
Shatters Country Park
Shat community field
Ye Olde Shatter Nature Area
Shat heritage fields
Shat Park (lol)
Park plantation
Park Green
Park Gate Community Nature Space
Park Gate peaks
Park Gate Nature Complex
Park Gate Park
Park Gate Boggart Lane Reserve
Park Gate Open Air
Park Gate Ecology Site
Park Gate Nature Reserve
Park Gate Nature Mounds
Park Gate Hill
Park Gate Community Park
Park gate common
Park Gate Meadows
Skelmanthorpe commons
Skelmanthorpe Community Park
Skelmanthorpe Nature Reserve
Skelmanthorpe Country Park
Skelmanthorpe Ecology Park
Skelmanthorpe nature and conservation area
Baildon Nature Reserve
Baildon Community wildlife and nature reserve
Baildon Nature Park
Baildon Mount
Baildon Park Trails
Baildon Park
Baildon fields/woods
Baildon Hill
Locally it is referred to as the stack so something pertaining to its history would be great

Mining Memories
Was locally referred to as black hills/fields I believe? Is there any local historian about?
The Mound
Miners Mound
Weavers Recreation Area (refers to important past local activities)
Hope Park
Pit to Park Nature Area
Colliers Park
The Spoils
Green Land Nature Reserve.
Clear View Nature Reserve
Colliers Nature Walk
Back to Nature project
‘HD8 Nature Gate’
The Stacks Nature Reserve
Moor Mast Mound
The sanctuary
Stack Nature Reserve
Colliers ground

Appendix 1 – analysis and masterplan drawings used in consultation

Appendix 2 – all additional suggestions/comments made in response to the master plan
Community planting and community seeding of meadows for bees and butterflies. Ponds for wildlife and help for hedgehogs, habitat and
housing.
Please don't get rid of the family of foxes or the owls, they are already loosing their home with the new builds due to start on station road.
You will also need to make parking available for those who come in cars otherwise station road will be an absolute nightmare for
residents. At the mini roundabout it's asking for trouble not putting traffic lights as a lot of near misses have happened already.
Please ensure ample lighting and maybe video surveillance to safeguard against antisocial behaviour of an evening.
Excellent idea
Just hope it’s a safe and well thought out space for all the community
Thus would be an ideal opportunity to create fine upland flood management features.
It is used very regularly by dog walkers, please dont let the new plans limit this great "off lead area". It was so busy here with families
sledging in the snow, please leave plenty of open hill space for this purpose! In my opinion, spending money on artwork and signs is not
money well spent. It is currently a space used very regularly by a lot of people for "open space" specific activities - please dont let the new
plans limit this.
I would hope to see the area enhanced not “developed”
No
I think its a fab idea. I didn't even know this area existed and i've been in Skelmanthorpe for 12 years
I think the area as it is currently is absolutely fine! To try to create a ‘natural area’ seems odd when it already is a perfectly good natural
area. Also, encouraging lots of visitors will surely discourage wildlife!
It seems to me that money could be far better spent developing a nature/walking area somewhere that isn’t currently already one!
But if the idea must go ahead, I think it’s important to keep it as close to nature as possible, i.e. no playground, picnic area or information
facilities.

See 6 .... get Jodie Whittaker involved. Could even put a blue tardis on the site as a play feature / modern outside art
I’d just really like any development to be fully inclusive especially for wheelchair users as there are few places we can get out and enjoy
the beautiful area we live in due to accessibility issues.
I think it's importance to enhance what is already there and do anything that will improve the wildlife and natural surroundings. It's a lovely
space and whilst it's great to see plans for improvement, I'd hate to see it made into something it's not.
The area is currently obviously very popular with dog walkers. It would be a great shame if access for dogs would be restricted or reduced
in any way. Including not allowing them off the lead.
Not a great amount of changes are required to encourage wildlife here. Just aesthetic or access issues for public access require
attention. For example, the field is already a favourite hunting ground for nearby barn and tawny owls.
No
There are play areas already in skelmanthorpe, I don’t see how that would help encourage wildlife to the area to have fixed sites for
potentially noisy play. Not saying children shouldn’t be welcome but questioning how it fits with the intended purpose when play sites are
not lacking in the village.
I think it is a great idea to use the land in this way. The project needs to be more widely promoted, many are still unaware of its
existence.

It’s all a brilliant idea. Thank you.
No
Must have a priority for nature and biodiversity. Picnic and play areas should not be on the agenda. Skelmanthorpe already has children
play areas and skate park
Any option for bridle paths as part of this?
All good things wildlife planting tree planting paths improved for walking as we’ve lost use of the ones at scissett with all the drainage
issues from Buliding, they are so boggy now almost unusable in the wet months. So good to have some usualble ones for people. All
good. But my question is is the site still contaminated from former use, are we hiding any toxic run offs into the surrounding area?? Has
the first job been done and done right before we make it look good??
Please look at what has worked elsewhere in Yorkshire on this kind of site. Rabbit inns over at Barnsley, maybe ask yorkshire wildlife to
get involved or groundwork. Please keep it as natural as possible for wildlife. Please don't put in a load of seating with bins that just
attract rubbish. Encourage a take your little home ethos. Please can you do something to stop dog walkers throwing dog pooh in bags
over the fence as you come in from the bottom railway line pathway. Please get the young kids from the local primary involved so they

grow up to respect the area. Probably lots more stuff just can't think at the moment.

I love the idea of a picnic area
As a resident of the houses literally right next to this site I’d say leave it as it is it’s a field it is what it is don’t try and tart it up to be
something it isn’t.
Will be good for the community to be part of the development of the area so hopefully everyone is invested in looking after it in the long
term.
Needs to still accommodate dog walkers
Limit children’s play areas as the park in the middle of the village has been constructed for that purpose.
It’s a really positive and constructive plan with so much potential - brilliant, and just what is needed at the moment.
Baildon Dyke is a tributary of the river Dearne and could be a potential source of pollution caused by disturbances to the land reclamation
remedial works.

“Friends of the Dearne” supported by Don Catchment Rivers Trust would love to be involved in the planning/data collection process.
No
No
This is an excellent idea but do think it needs to retain as much of a “natural feel” as possible. Adding children’s playground areas/running
tracks & art pieces will destroy the natural beauty & also unfortunately attract vandals.
Could we have a better children's play area please, the current one is very small. Also incorporating something for older children - a
meeting area for them perhaps. Involve the older children to help design what they would like.
I think this is a brilliant plan, very exciting. We now all know how important nature is to our environment and health and wellbeing. It would
give our village such a lift I feel.
Info boards to explain the former industrial uses of the site.

ensure you keep a element of the history
Dog poo bins
At the bottom of the area there is a water influx probably from the old pit that has rust coloured water.it needs cleaning up into a natural
water pond and stream area
Looks good just what we need
Dog bins will be needed and dog bags provided.
It is not clear to me from the plan whether there is any car parking on the site or if visitors must use street parking on Station Road.
No
Very pleased about this idea
You will note from the comments this is a problematic site with very low ph “soils” . Expert help should be sought before any intervention if
voluntary help doesn’t go to waste,
This potentially a wonderful development of a post industrial site that will be a real asset to the community. Thank you for proposing it.
Not really - it looks as if it could be a really valuable asset for the village. Well done to all involved!
Needs to be as inclusive as possible ie. For those with mobility and sensory impairment
very good use of land for community and conservation will benefit all ages and add to existing village recreational areas. Tree planting
was highlighed on countryfile so it is good that our own village is also adopting this.
Leave it alone. Introduce picnic and seating and you will end up with kids drinking down there, litter and noise problems.
If you need advice for Hedgehog conservation. Please go to our local charity Shelley Hedgehogs as Mel rescues hogs, gets them well
again to be released back into the wild.
already made my points.Blacker wood no better for kirkless getting involved afew years ago,then nothing.

I proposed a few ideas in number 3 on this questionnaire.
Please can someone contact me on 01484 868163 or 07899980733 as I have a couple of concerns as per previous comments, see note
3. Also boundary lines on Master Plan are also incorrect.
Wheel chair friendly route.
Owl box for resident barn owl.
Dog waste bins.
Bird identification pictures.
Would prefer it to be left untouched but a nature reserve is definitely better than football pitches or houses!
Dogs should be kept on leads to protect the wildlife. Also cats kept indoors overnight when birds are fledging.
It looks brilliant and should be a major benefit to a range of residents in quite a wide geographical area
I’d like to be able to encourage dog walkers away from the back of my house as they make an incredible noise very early in the morning.
Maybe moving walking/accessible paths away from the houses that back on to this area would help.
Excellent idea. The more of these type of places the better
This space is currently used extensively by local dog walkers. I would be worried if we lost that and the space became too restricted by
having kids play areas etc. I would also worry about attracting antisocial behaviour on an evening
How about building on this site INSTEAD OF USING GREENBELT LAND THROUGHOUT KIRKLEES!
I do not want seating and picnic areas near the houses where I and others live. This will likely encourage youths to gather, make noise,
set fires to wooden furniture etc.
Although land contamination is briefly mentioned, a full in depth report should be made available. This should take place before any tree
planting (by volunteers and others), path improvements or works of any sort start.
Looks a very good idea - a bit of everything mentioned would be worthwhile
As a Baildon Way resident who lives on the edge of the estate overlooking this area, I think this a fantastic idea. The people of
Skelmanthorpe and local areas will benefit from this in so many ways. It will appeal to many more local people than the last project that
was proposed on this site.

Perhaps consideration should be given to access if this scheme is to go ahead It is obviously going to be visited by people in cars and
they will need parking spaces.
Trees, trees, trees
The trea area behind Baildon way, boggart lane. Haigh Row is already a great bird settlement but could it also have some badger or
hedgehog homes placing there. It doesn’t get visitors because it isn’t easily accessible so it is a great place to allow nature to thrive and
be left alone, so could it be enhanced by doing simple things for the wildlife? Just another idea.
please accept our sincerest appreciation this is such a lovely project
Finally! This project suits the area that is available. The over inflated idea of a sports centre was a pipe dream. So glad this has gone.

Fully behind this project!
Really happy it well be kept green and not used for housing. We walk the dog daily through there and is perfect for safe off lead training
and play. We regularly speak to members of the community we wouldn’t have otherwise. I think improving paths so it can be used all year
round will be excellent and bins would really encourage dog owners to pick up waste. We see too many people leaving it or mounding it
up at the gates. Introducing areas for children / older children to roam will be great as it gives them somewhere to go and just sit without
being intimidating in parks that usually get utilised by family’s and younger children.
Brilliant ideas. Hope the tree planting will add areas of shade. Butterfly garden/wild flowers. Den making area. Large tree trunk area for
climbing.
I think this is a great investment for the environment of Skelmanthorpe.
A car parking area would ease parking issues for extra people visiting the reserve.

The eroded section of the stack needs reseeding
Brilliant idea.

Amazing plan.
Please plenty of dog poo bins such a bad issue in the area at the moment
Natural Den Areas

Will be really good to see it been put to use following it’s change from an industrial area, although for some to understand it’s history is
too good an opportunity to be missed.
Certain plans would lead to littering and end up harming the environment more then helping. Would need things in place to ensure it stays
up to standard over the years.
If this is being used regularly please make sure there are bins
Put in a car park
Think about how the area could contribute to sustainability, carbon offset, green food / energy
I think it all looks wonderful and would be happy to help make it happen!
Rubbish bins / dog bins
I believe this is on the site that was potentially going to be the Dearne Valley Sports Village. It would be fantastic to include some of those
plans into this development. I am Head of the Junior Section of a local Football Club and would be interested in being involved in the
project
This is currently a very important walking area for people and dogs. It provides a much needed place for relaxation, exercise and access
to nature. I think many villagers have discovered it for the first time during lockdown. I would hope that any improvement would leave the
area as unspoilt as possible. Apart from birds it is unusual to see wildlife there. (I walk here most days as I am a Park Gate resident).
There is a lot of soil erosion in places and the grass does not include much in the way of wildflowers. Can this be improved?
This is a great idea and I really hope it comes to light. We would use it every day.
If the council has money to spend then there must be more urgent areas to be addressed. Leave this alone - we don't need all the
countryside to be 'developed'!
Preserving and improving this biodiverse area allowing animals and flora and fauna to thrive whist improving peoples access to nature
will help with metal health, physical health whilst also providing education about nature.
Check the water running down to the warehouses on Standback Way....seems unnaturally wet at times

